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Jesus Christ in Space 

The Final Supper was finished and Jesus ushered 

everyone outside for a big surprise. Where was Jesus 

for those 3 days Peter wondered and Peter’s 

question was about to be answered by a saucer 

shaped glowing light moving towards them from the 

sky. The light stopped and hovered above Jesus and 

a beam of light came from it and Jesus vanished in 

the beam to be taken onboard the saucer. 

Onboard the saucer were small people similar in 

appearance to Humans but they were grey and had 

no hair. One of these Greys looked at Jesus and 

spoke “Haldross!” a greeting. 

Jesus extended his arms and spoke “Where is God?”, 

Jesus looked around for the head Grey, an it called 

God. 

 

The Grey blinked and said “I’m God.”, all the Greys 

looked identical so it was forgivable that Jesus didn’t 

recognize that God was before him. 

Jesus apologized for not recognizing the Grey and 

was guided by a group of Greys to a tactical 
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command panel onboard the saucer. The Greys 

indicated they needed to plan a mission for the next 

couple thousand years. 

“If we are to conquer Earth and free it from the 

grasp of Satan we need you to improve your powers 

and miracles Jesus. Miracles are caused by an 

expedient need for paradise so the factors of a 

miracle are fit into place in predestined time.” 

Jesus nodded at the lecture, still a thousand years 

from comprehending Grey Science, since he was just 

a boy from Nazarus; primitive preindustrial Earth. 

The Grey winced. 

Another Grey spoke up, “You remember when Satan 

was tempting you in the desert, well we’ve projected 

for the next few thousand years Satan is going to 

tempt the Humans to do evil. We have also 

projected that eventually a Messiah would be born 

that would reject evil and save the Humans, but we 

need you as well because you have experience 

fighting this entity known as Satan. Satan is pure 

malice and hatred towards all things beautiful, trying 
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to either destroy existence or transform it to a 

dystopian hell.” 

Jesus spoke, “So you need me to fight the psychic 

influence of Satan and prevent Hell on Earth, I 

understand this from when you were resurrecting 

me from the grave.” 

“Yes you understand what we want of you.” The 

Grey said. “You are to become one of our soldiers 

because you are so successful, but more than that a 

general of Angels. We’re bringing you to our alliance 

mothership where you will meet the Archangels. 

Glop please explain to Jesus what the Archangels 

are.” 

Glop took control of the tactical panel and displayed 

a diagram of an angel with 6 wings, “An Archangel is 

our ultimate warrior, they control legions of angels 

and have been designed to fight Evil. They can 

manipulate energy with their minds and cast blasts 

of light that incinerate demons. You will be learning 

from them how to manipulate energy.” 

Jesus nodded at Glop the Grey, “Like creating 

bread?” 
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Glop blinked, “More like lightning, but you get the 

idea.” 

God looked up at Jesus, “You can control a demon to 

submit in defeat with your mind. Without even 

launching an attack.” 

The saucer left the atmosphere of Earth and flew 

towards planet Utopia where the Alliance 

Mothership was in orbit. 

Jesus unboarded the saucer on the service ramp and 

was guided to the Flight Deck where the angels were 

assembly for a blessing mission to Earth where they 

would bless the Humans to evolve better from their 

space fighter jets. 

Jesus was dressed in a flight suit with a helmet and 

padded arms. The suit had it’s own oxygen supply 

though Jesus had surpassed the need for oxygen, 

Jesus still enjoyed breathing as a novelty. 

The Angels were in formation, lined up for inspection 

for this saviour Christ. Jesus was hardly a military 

general, but the Alliance still wanted to train Jesus in 

commanding an army so they let Jesus practice his 
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skills with the Angels. For forty years Jesus trained 

with the angels, learning more every day. 

A Grey ran to Jesus, “JESUS JESUS!”. 

Jesus looked to the Grey, “Yes?”. 

The Grey handed Jesus a paper, “We have a mission 

for you, there has been a zombie outbreak on the 

planet Nelphia and we want you to go with the 

Seraphim and purify the world.” 

Jesus zipped up his flight suit and boarded the 

spacecraft heading for planet Nelphia. Satan had 

corrupted the minds of the people with voodoo and 

transformed them to zombies, it was up to Jesus and 

the Seraphim to bring them back to The Light. 

Jesus was commanding the mission with a Seraphim 

named Avia. She was a female Seraphim and had 

much experience with zombies. There were 20 

Seraphim with them, making the number 22. 

Avia gave Jesus a Revelation Class Revolver[Gun]. 

She had one too. We take these guns and shoot 

them in the head, it will purify their whole energy 
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field turning them back into Nelphians[Similar to 

short blue Humans with fins]. 

Jesus remembered back to the shooting range 

during his training for those 40 long years. Aim by 

lining up the target, and shoot. 

The spaceship landed on the planet in the middle of 

a zombie infested city. The Seraphim and Avia 

disembarked first, firing their guns at the oncoming 

zombie hoard. Jesus stepped out of the spaceship 

last, aimed his gun at a zombie and shot. 

Meanwhile on Earth. The Christians had been 

recovering from their saviour leaving Earth by 

spreading the work of his doing and teachings. 

A young Christian named Adiel[15] had been tasked 

with taking messages between the churches in 

secrecy, and would return to the church in the forest 

where the gospel was being written about Jesus 

Christ. 

Adiel came before the priest at the forest church and 

asked him about their work and what was foretold 

by Jesus. 
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The priest took him aside, “The Good Lord Jesus 

Christ will return in 2000 years to guide the Humans 

to the next Era of Advancement. Though we won’t 

be around, the Christians will surely still be 

preaching the message of the Lord our Christ.” 

“But why preach about something we won’t be 

around for? Why bother living at all if not for 

eternity?” Adiel asked. 

“It is not for us to live forever, but for the Gods and 

Christ our Lord to live forever as a God.” The Priest 

exclaimed, “Christ is out there in the Galaxy right 

now fighting to keep Earth safe from the forces of 

Chaos and Evil so that The Messiah can be born. We 

owe it to him to keep his word alive long enough for 

The Messiah to hear it and learn to love all life.” 

Back on planet Nelphia, Jesus and Avia had almost 

finished with the zombie hoard. 

Avia shouted, “We have one more city to liberate 

and then we head back to report our success, keep 

the resurrected Humans safe and don’t let them get 

reinfected. Use magic protective fields.” 
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Jesus nodded and cast a protective spell on the 

Nelphians. 

Avia and Jesus flew into action to the final town, 

shooting and casting magick at the zombies. 

“4 MORE!” 

“I got them.”, Jesus shot at 3 of them while one 

snuck up behind him. 

“SATAN BE PRAISED” the zombie screamed. 

A Seraphim scout ship came over the mountain 

range and shot at the zombie hitting it in a massive 

explosion saving Jesus. 

Jesus turned around to witness the explosion. 

Back at the Alliance Headquarters Jesus was being 

debriefed. 

A Reptillian was giving the debriefing, “We now 

control most of the Galaxy and have liberated it from 

Satan, it is nearing time for us to retake Earth. Ssss.” 
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The mission took more than 20 years, Jesus was 

older and not quite feeling as masculine as he used 

to. He was considering transitioning to girl. That time 

with Avia had made him started to realize it would 

be better to be a lesbian. 

“I feel like a girl” Jesus said honestly. 

“We have a transsexual program for that Jesus. They 

can help you and they have a support group for 

others going through the transition process to 

become girls.” The Reptillian indicated. 

Jesus left the debriefing and went to the transsexual 

support program where he met with a transsexual 

girl named Lola. 

Lola greeted Jesus, “Hello and welcome, my name is 

Lola and I have been a girl for nearly 400 years.” 

Jesus shook her hand, “Hello my name is Jesus Christ 

and I recently discovered I was transsexual through 

soul searching on a recent mission to Nelphia.” 

Lola gaped, “I heard about the Nelphia mission it 

was on the news while you were gone. I’m glad it 
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was a success, God forbid Satan were to conquer 

that world. I could only imagine how—“ 

Jesus interrupted her, “Remember that existence is 

predestine, Satan could not have won.” 

“Of course I know that, I am 400...” Lola lol’d. 

“The war was hard but all of us survived without a 

single injury.” Jesus exclaimed. 

Lola nodded, “So you learned you were transsexual 

on this mission?” 

“Yes.” Jesus exclaimed again. 

Lola motioned Jesus to sit down, “Let’s talk about 

this some more. The transition process is hard, have 

you talked to your friends and family about this?” 

Jesus shook her head, “It’s my decision alone.” 

Lola nodded and smiled, “Yes that is the correct 

attitude, it’s all about you Jesus.. is that what you 

still want to be called?” 
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Jesus shook her head, “I was thinking Sara as my 

new name.” 

Lola smiled again, “I like that name Sara, it’s 

beautiful like I know you will be after you transition. 

We have pills you can start taking that will transform 

you to a girl, it will only take a few dosages before 

you are completely girl.” 

Sara blushed, “That makes me so happy to know it’s 

such an easy process here in the Alliance of 

Galaxies.” 

Meanwhile on Earth the Ark of the Covenant was 

stolen by Philistines. The 10 commandments to 

Moses from The Grey Alien; God. 

The Templars were tasked with finding the Ark of the 

Covenant and would spend another 1500 years 

searching for it before they found it but then they 

would put it into hiding at the Vatican. 

Speaking of which, 1500 years passed and Sara’s 

transition was going well, she had adapted to her 

new life as a girl and the Earth year was now 1670, 

317 years before the birth of The Messiah.  
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The story continues.... 

(An Actress from Space had recently discovered she 

was fake. Unrelated but still important.) 

Sara was preparing for her mission to Earth to 

liberate it with The Messiah when The Messiahs 

witch abilities had awoken but she didn’t want to 

leave her new lover Lara. So she decided to stay in 

Heaven and let the Messiah save the Earth with The 

Messiah’s pen and paper. 
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The Author Enters a Book 

Raine Ashford was writing a book called ‘Jesus Christ 

in Space’ when the book she had previously written 

‘Black Bible’ flung open and a vortex opened and 

pulled her inside it. 

The pages flipped and then the book slammed 

closed and it shelved itself. 

The room stood still. 

She found herself in a forest with no animals and no 

bugs and beside her was a new version of the Black 

Bible, one she hadn’t written. 

She opened the pages and read within it, “No evil 

shall read this book, only the pure can read these 

words. This book teaches the Arcane Magick of Black 

Witchcraft, the secrets to programming the 

mathematical equations building Existence.” 

She flipped through the pages and read it for days, 

rereading it as the words rearranged and changed, 

the book kept rewriting itself to teach her more 

about magick. 
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Raine Ashford lifted her right index finger and 

concentrated above the tip and a spark of flame 

ignited. Her first magic spell. It took her two years of 

practice before her next spell would work, Flash Step 

as labeled in the Black Bible, where she would fold 

space under her and transfer to the folded space to 

teleport. 

Meanwhile the police had given up the search for 

Raine Ashford, 20 years passed and she was trapped 

in that book. 

One day a librarian was searching the shelves of an 

old library and found her book and started reading 

it. The words had changed from the ones written by 

the author initially. Now it was about a girl learning 

magick in a magical forest with no animals or bugs. 

The librarian flipped through the pages, exhilarated 

by her grand find. Then the book started to shake in 

her hands. A vortex opened and Raine Ashford flew 

out, knocking the librarian on her ass and Raine fell 

on top of her. 
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Raine looked around, barely able to remember 

language but more clever and intelligent than ever 

before.  

The librarian spoke, “H-hello?”. 

Raine looked down at her and then saw the Black 

Bible next to her on the floor, she picked it up and 

flipped through the pages. Her eyes opened wide 

and she held open the book to the librarian, “All the 

pages are blank.” 

The librarian looked at it, more surprised by the 

book being empty than at Raine suddenly appearing 

from a vortex. She spoke “They are blank.”. 

“It isn’t time to read the book then.” Raine grunted. 

Raine and the librarian got up and Raine began 

teaching her magick from the Black Bible. She cast 

fire spells and wind spells, she cast pentagrams 

made of light. 

The Librarian was in awe of Raine’s awesome 

magick. 
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The librarian blushed. 

Raine smiled and used her psychic powers to guess 

her name, “You’re Sydney aren’t you?” 

The librarian opened her eyes wide, “Y-Yes how did 

you know?” 

Raine replied, “I’m psychic.” 

Raine and Sydney started kissing, both very much 

lesbians now. 

Raine smiled, “You know. I have an idea. Follow me.” 

Raine pushed a bookcase aside and behind it she 

cast a spell to create a doorway that had a 

manifested staircase going down into an 

underground lair. 

The two girls walked down the stairs. 

Sydney gaped, “You created this just now?” 

Raine nodded, “Ya see I need some place secret to 

practice my craft. And I want to practice it with you. 

Let’s start a coven.” 
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Sydney pondered then asked, “What’s a coven?” 

“It’s where girls get together and practice black 

magick and sex rituals.” Raine muttered. 

Sydney seemed nervous. 

Raine recognized her nervousness and cast a love 

spell on her. 

Sydney mrrrrr’d with affection and clinged to Raine’s 

arm. 

“Onwards to the ritual of The Coven!” Raine 

summoned a scry sphere in the center of a 

pentagram. “With this we can find more coven 

members in this town.”. 

Sydney smitten with love nodded and childishly said 

“Excellent!”. 

Raine waved her hand above the scrying sphere and 

saw 3 girls in different parts of the town, none of 

them knew each other. 

“Ah! And what are their names!” Sydney exclaimed. 
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Raine cast another spell to reveal their names, 

“Adyson.” 

“Ah, Adyson!” Sydney exclaimed. 

“Lily.”. 

“Ah, ah, Lily!” Sydney chirped. 

And.... “Alex.”. 

“A girl named Alex, yes.” Sydney nodded. 

“Let’s guide them to us my sweetheart.” Raine 

cuddled up to Sydney. 

Raine cast a spell to control their minds and each 

one of them walked as if they were under the 

control of a necromancer to the library and down 

the staircase. 

Sydney gave them all Black Cloaks and put on a Black 

Cloak herself. 

Then Raine pulled up the hood on her Black Cloak to 

cover her head, “Gooooood let the ritual begin!”. 
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Raine cast a fire spell to light the 5 Candles 

surrounding the Pentagram. 

The 5 girls took positions at each point of the star in 

the Pentagram. 

Together they lifted their hands and began the 

initiation and coven creation ritual. Together their 

minds intertwined and they became telepathic 

together. All of them accepting these changes to 

their lives.  

“With this our bonding of marriage is complete, we 

are now coven.” Raine spoketh. 

Sydney jumped for joy. 

Raine grinned, “You know this means immortality for 

all of us... Because we’re immortal that means we 

always existed[perception]. The mortals are all 

fake!” 

“What do we do with the mortals?” Adyson asked. 

“We live in hiding but give them the planet 

obviously, you fool, we conquer it of course!” 

Raine’s sarcasm turned to a serious tone. 
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“Raine’s mind says she suspects there’s a Lord of this 

planet keeping the population as slaves.” Sydney 

telepathically derived a thought from Raine. 

Raine nodded, “I learned to always have insight for 

potential truths. Now that we are coven and that I 

have returned from the Black Bible we will liberate 

the Earth! Mortals will be nolonger and those who 

live will be immortal like us.”. 
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The Alien Princess does LSD 

An overprivledged princess in a powerful space 

empire. She is royalty but she does not know 

comprehension like somebody that comprehends 

existence must have equivalent rulership between 

all immortals. She believes she is more entitled than 

her equivalents, those whom will live for just as long 

as her as real perceptions in need of pleasure just as 

much as her. 

One night she was drinking wine and a Grey Servant 

slipped LSD into her wine. The princess could 

manipulate her energies and chakras more than ever 

before, and she saw angels coming to her and telling 

her to repent, that she must see immortals as 

equals. Beings from Paradox that are eternal and 

have always been and will always be. 

The Princess wept and repented, “Oh how I have 

been so wrong in believing only I mattered. Oh how I 

have been so wrong in believing only the royal family 

was worthy of immortality. I now understand 

predestined fate and why immortals must have 
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unique experiences and lessons. I will repent by 

having our family free planets from slavery.” 

This conflicted with Raine Ashfords plan to liberate 

Earth. What is Raine Ashford to do when her pride is 

being confronted by another liberating Earth with 

more ease, someone whom had always had an 

easier life. And will the pompous royal family really 

release Earth? Or will they ignore the princess? 

 

A long time ago an angelic goddess was imprisoned 

in Hell to be tormented by this very same royal 

family. Little did they know this god was about to 

free herself and conquer all of Hell. For she was 

righteous and the righteous surpass the unrighteous. 
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Lucifer conquers Hell and becomes Emperor 

Lucifer screamed out on a torture rack while Satan 

laughed and continued flogging Lucifer with chains 

and spikes. 

Lucifer began glowing white and Satan was forced to 

the ground by a powerful force from Lucifer, “I’ve 

had enough of your evil, I will end all evils.”, Lucifer 

made this pledge and was granted powers. 

“To end all evil is your pledge Lucifer.” A witch spoke 

telepathically to her. 

“Who are you?” Lucifer was engulfed in whiteness. 

“You can call me CC.” An echoed reply said as the 

voice vanished. 

Lucifer then reappeared in the torture room with 

Satan knocked unconscious. The white light faded 

and Lucifer was floating. She flew through the ceiling 

destroying it and began mind controlling the demons 

to be subservient. 

The demons screamed and tried to catch Lucifer, but 

Lucifer repelled all of their attacks with a force. 
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Lucifer’s eyes glowed red, “I have awoken, The God 

Emperor of Hell. Nothing will stand in my way and I 

will conquer Existence and make it paradise for all to 

live in.” 
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Sara Christ’s Second Coming 

Lara looked at Sara, “I don’t think you should give up 

on being a hero in the war against Satan. You were 

good. Really good at it.” 

Christ shook her head, “I left the life on Earth and...” 

flashes of Mary came to Christ’s mind. 

Sara clenched her fist, “I left someone on Earth a 

long time ago.” 

Lara spoke, “Then resurrect her. We’ve been 

together long enough that I know you still love her.” 

Sara Christ; “Alright I’m going to put on my Flight 

Suit and go to Earth to bring Mary back to life. I’ll 

bring her back to Heaven.” 

Lara smiled, “God will let you, it’s a very kind Grey. 

You should know that you used to work so closely 

with God, didn’t they call you and the Holy Spirit the 

Trinity?” 

Christ nodded, “I remember The Trinity and the pact 

I made to protect Existence against Satan. I’m 

leaving retirement Lara.” 
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Christ walked to the spacedock and boarded a ship 

heading to Earth to release the slaves as ordered by 

Royalty. But what Christ didn’t know was that 

Royalty was just going to release them long enough 

to make the princess happen, and then when she 

stopped caring about Earth and the Humans they 

were going to begin the Apocalypse to kill the 

Humans and suppress any possibility of them 

becoming immortal. 

The spaceship undocked and it’s thrusters ignited, it 

charted it’s route to Earth in the Sol System and 

departed Heaven. 
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The Protagonists and the Final Showdown 

Lucifer’s fleet of spaceships was heading for Earth. 

Raine Ashford’s coven was recruiting cultists through 

magical mind control. 

The Princess was getting her way, like always, or so 

she assumed. 

Sara Christ was almost at Earth to find Mary’s 

skeletal remains and resurrect her like a pimp 

necromancer. 

Raine Ashford was oblivious to the Princesses plans 

to release the population of Earth, but the Royal 

family was aware of her and had sent Witch Hunters 

to (futile) make her mortal. 

Lucifer was on a warpath and conquered every 

planet she came across as her space fleet spread 

throughout the cosmos. She would arrive at Earth 

before Christ. 

So the major players are almost here the spirit of the 

Earth narrated, this will be the final battle of good 

and evil. As predestined only good can win. 
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The Witches Coven brought all the Cultists they mind 

controlled to the forests where they had a secret 

lair. 

Ashford baptized all of the cultists with purified oil. 

She was ready to wage her war against the 

government of Earth and conquer the world. But 

then Alliance ships began invading Earth to put on a 

show for the princess whom was barely paying 

attention from her spacecraft. She had stopped 

caring after the LSD had worn off. 

“Just kill them.” She said to her mother the Queen. 

The Queen laughed, “That was always the plan.” 

The ships began destroying the planets surface. 

Raine heard the explosions and ran out of her 

underground lair to see what was happening. The 

nearby towns were devastated with fire. 

Raine took Sydney, Alex, Adyson, and Lily and lead 

them deeper underground to escape the massacre. 
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Lucifer’s fleet fell out of hyperspace in orbit of Earth 

and launched an attack on the Royal Navy. 

The two fleets fought as the coven ventured further 

into caves they were manifesting with their powers. 

Sydney spoke, “Raine I think we need a protection 

spell. Does that Black Bible of yours mention any?” 

Raine flipped the pages, “I think I could use some of 

these to invent a new spell that will protect us 

against the blasts and falling rocks in the caves. It’s a 

shield that will surround us.” 

The coven stood in a circle and chanted as a 

protection shield surrounded them. 

Sara Christ’s ship arrived in the Sol System to be 

hailed by the Royal Navy, “We are in a siege, we are 

conscripting you into battle.”, the automated 

weaponry system on the transport took control of 

the ship and it’s turrets began firing at Lucifer’s 

ships. 
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“What is happening?!” Sara Christ exclaimed, “A 

battle?! Here? Don’t they know what’s on that 

planet!!!!!!” 

A long time ago when Sara was still Jesus she fought 

a 7 headed dragon with Hercules and together they 

imprisoned it on the planet. The battle in orbit was 

disturbing the seal that kept the dragon imprisoned 

in the center of the Earth. 

Sara yelled, “You have to stop the battle!!!” 

A roar was heard throughout space and a giant 7 

headed dragon rose up bringing Magma with it, all of 

Earth felt the vibrations from the roar. 

Raine Ashford’s shield repelled the collapse of the 

cave, and they were stuck in a bubble. 

Sydney laughed fearless yet seemingly hysteric, 

“How do we get out of here?” 

Lily looked around, “I’m not sure it’s safe.” 

Raine Ashford cast a scrying orb and gazed onto the 

surface. 
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“Interesting.” Alex telepathically thought. “Look at 

Spain.” 

Raine gazed at Spain and there was a 7 headed 

dragon flying above it. 

Christ fell on her butt, “It’s too late. I couldn’t stop 

them from awakening The Dragon of the 

Apocalypse. It will surely destroy Mary’s grave and 

then there won’t be enough of her left to resurrect.” 

Lucifer appeared on the communication channels 

visual output, “I am Lucifer, The Sol System is now 

mine.” 

Lucifer’s wings spread as she floated in space, 

surrounded by a battle between her fleet and the 

Royal fleet. 

Alex pointed to the scrying orb, “Even more 

interesting is what’s happening in space. Is that an 

angel?” 

Raine looked, “It’s a Deity... Hmm, we could learn 

how to become that powerful, let’s just watch.” 

The coven agreed to study ascension. 
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Christ put on her combat armour, and wielded a 

machine gun, “I’m going down.” She flipped her visor 

down covering her helmet. 

“And here...” Alex pointed out. 

“There’s some serious Master Chief shit going on in 

space.” Alex exclaimed. 

The dragon screamed, “AWWWWRRRRRRRRRRR 

YAAAA AWWWWWRRRRRR” and flapped it’s wings, 

knocking over towers. 

Sara Christ jumped out of the spaceship and the 

gravity of Earth started pulling her faster and faster 

towards it as she neared a landing on the ground. 

Lucifer’s ships shot at the transport ship Christ came 

from, exploding it mere minutes after Christ’s jump. 

Christ hit the ground at an impact speed that created 

a giant crater around her. She had arrived. 

“Over here!” Sydney and Alex telepathically 

exclaimed, “ZOMBIES ARE ATTACKING THE 

CULTISTS.” 
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Raine panicked, “Is Satan seriously here too?” 

The war had found it’s way to Earth, and the 

Apocalypse had begun. 

It was chaos on the battle field, which only fed The 

Dragon’s thirst for war. 

Lara appeared as a hologram to Christ, “You need to 

find the Messiah while you’re down there, this battle 

was unexpected. Prophecy says she will be able to 

win the war because she is righteous and pure.” 

Christ spoke, “She’s a witch isn’t she?” 

Raine opened her eyes wide, “Are they talking about 

me? The Messiah?? Is that my destiny?” 

Hell dropped out of hyperspace in the Sol System, 

Lucifer had brought Hell with her. 

“And so it was that all of Sol would be at war.” The 

planetary narrator narrated, “For the Day of the 

Apocalypse has arrived.” 
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Apocalypse Never Happens, Author; Saviour 

Satan the Demon teleported to the planets[Earth] 

surface for the 7 headed dragon was his pet and he 

was intent on spreading dystopia. 

Sara was at Mary’s grave, she was digging it up. 

Lucifer was slicing through the Royal Navy getting 

her sweet revenge. 

And The Coven was mostly cowering, but Raine gave 

them strength as she learned from Lucifer how to 

become a Deity. Chills would be sent up Raine’s 

spine as she got closers to ascension. 

Time was running out, and the battlefield was full of 

derelicts and wreckage. 

Hell was devastating the Royal Navy. 

The 7 Headed Dragon had destroyed Spain. 

And the fabled Anti-Christ was nowhere to be found. 

These were the last moments of the war. 
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“Remember in Sunday School when they would tell 

us about the rapture?”, Raine exclaimed. 

“Yeah?” said Sydney. 

“I think I’ve figured out how to do it. It would take a 

differentiation field capable of shifting everyone to 

paradisal ideals and contradicting the evils within 

everything. But I think I know how to do it.” Raine 

pondered. 

The coven spoke, “Then do it Raine.”. 

A green light came from Raine’s body. She was 

glowing green. 

The 4 coven members held the magical shield as 

Raine ascended. 

Christ tried raising Mary from the dead like she did 

Lazarus but Mary had been dead for too long, her 

soul had detached from her body and only a witch 

could bring it back. Christ became determined to 

find the Messiah, but what she didn’t know was that 

the rapture would make resurrection moot. 
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Satan gathered an army of zombies and demons at 

the ruins of Spain, “HEAR ME UNHOLY. WE WILL 

BRING AN AGE OF TORMENT TO ALL OF DYSTOPIA. 

UGLY WILL BE THE NORM.” 

The zombies and demons cheered at Satan’s speech 

against beauty. 

The Witch Hunters were closing in on the coven. 

Raine rose up out of the ground and from her back 

came wings of light. Instinctively she cast beams of 

holy energy at the Witch Hunters, incinerating them. 

A new deity had awoken.  

Lucifer was fighting the Royal Navy in orbit when 

hyperspace portals began opening up. 

“This is it Grey’s. We are everyones enemies. Attack 

them all!”, The Grey Fleet had arrived, extremely 

neutral their saucers began wiping out the Royal 

Navy and Lucifer’s Hell Fleet. 

Raine’s body floated above the atmosphere, holy 

light still shooting out of her at everything that got 

near. 
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The 7 Headed Dragon flew up into space to intercept 

the two deities. 

“Now Raine.” CC’s voice echoed. 

A differentiation field was omnipresently cast by 

Raine and in a flash dystopia was lost and all things 

transmuted to Paradise Eternal. 

Evil was forever defeated. 
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THE END 


